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CHAPTER -I 

Introduction 

Language IS an important tool in communicating thoughts, 

because of the fact that thinking is almost impossible without thought. 

But, in the west, philosophy was thought to be concerned with the 

established truths of a very general kind with metaphysics and ethics, 

with other truths to be arrived at through the power of reasoning. In this 

scheme, philosophy of language occupied no important place. Later in 

the post Fregean period, some analytical philosophers believed that 

'philosophy of language' in a specific sense should constitute the 

starting point of philosophical studies_( 1
l 

For Oummett, (1980, 442) philosophy of language is "the base 

of the entire structure"- we call philosophy. However, how language 

functions was not the chief concern of most classical Indian 

Philosophers except Bhart~hari. In this way, language gained a 

metaphysical importance, which influenced all post-Bhartrhari 

grammarians. Philosophy of language as a separate discipline is a 

contemporary phenomenon in British and American Philosophy. Except 

for its concern with language the boundary of this branch of knowledge 

is anything but clear or definite. Sometimes descriptive metaphysics 

and study of language have been identified.(2
l But even when the two 

have not been identified it is believed that philosophy of language is 

that study of language which is relevant in some special and important 

way for philosophy. The other disciplines like grammar and linguistics, 

particularly when taken in a narrower sense, do not, howeyer, conduct 



equally useful study of language - useful, that is, for the philosophers 

and philosophy. But when it is understood broadly so as to include 

descriptive linguistics, psycho-linguistics or socio-linguistics, one finds 

the study of language conducted by the linguists to be philosophically 

most relevant. It is often thought that with the development of these 

specialized branches of linguistics, philosophy of language is facing the 

problem of losing much of its subject matter. (3) A philosophers who 

does philosophy of language for the relevance and uses the latter for 

philosophising tends to view language more as a medium of thought 

and concentrates more of the theory of reference. But one who is first a 

philosopher of language seems to take language a vehicle of 

communication and concentrates mainly on the theory of meaning. (4) A 

philosopher or an ontologist can emphasizes how the language can be 

anchored in relation to experience. This anchorage, of course is to be 

supposed by reference. 

It has been accepted in the theory of reference that the 

expression considered as referring expressions, are chosen in relation 

to its prior commitment to certain ontology or elegance and exactness 

of the logic on the language to be used. In actual linguistic act in the 

matter of communication it is necessary that there should be a speaker 

and a hearer. In communicating something, it is not necessary that the 

communicative sentence is a true one. But language is fastened to 

reality or world through the corresponding referring expression involved 

in the true sentence. As a result, a large number of thinkers, focused 

their attention to the problem or theory of truth, who were earlier 

studying language for its relevance for ontology. It is not deniable that 

the false sentence can also carry information. Yet, in case of 

communication assertion of true sentence plays an important role. That 

means, the assertion of true sentence is the way of conveying correct 
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information to the competent speaker. Thus the theory of truth get a 

special attention from the contemporary ontologists and philosophers 

of language. 

The language has got various roles in various Indian 

Philosophical systems. To the Buddhists, language cannot received the 

true picture of reality while Bhartrhari believes that no reality escapes 

the net of language. In this way we will see how language plays an 

important role in the development of a particular system. 

In order to discuss the Buddhists thought about the role of 

languages, it is necessary to point out the Buddhists conception of 

perception. In this connection a question may arise what is the nature 

of perceptual awareness? Is our perceptual awareness non

judgemental and hence non-linguistic in nature? These questions make 

a great debate among the different school of Indian Philosophy. 

Answering the question the Buddhists say that, perceptual awareness 

are not-linguistic in nature. Defining the perception Bauddha logician 

Dignaga says perception is free from conceptual construction or 

Kalpana. According to the definition, the Buddhists also support that 

any use of language involves conceptualism, which makes a 

connection with name (nama), genus (jatt), categories, etc. 

A man may perceive a thing, which is blue. But it is not 

necessary for him to conceive that 'This is blue'. This argument was 

taken by Dignaga from Abhidharma treatise to support his position that 

perception is free from Kalpana. That means in perception, when we 

perceive an object, we are aware of the object itself. But when we 

attach a name to it and express our perceptual awareness that takes a 

judgemental form. The object of perception is a unique momentary 

particular (svalak~al)a) and for this reason, memory of this svalak~ara 
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is impossible. But if Buddhists view is true, that means if all things are 

momentary then how can perception take place at all? 

-
To supporting this point Dharmakirti said that when we perceive 

an external object, we actually perceive the copy of that object in the 

mind and this copy is supposed to represent the object faithfully. That 

means, in case of perception of an external object, we first perceive the 

copy in- our mind and then infer the existence of that external object. 

But how we are sure that whether a copy represents the object 

faithfully or not? We cannot determine the validity of our perception 

without a perceptual judgemental awareness of the object concerned. 

That is to say, pre-judgemental awareness of an object is useless and 

as good as non-existent. So, the validity of pre-judgemental awareness 

is dependent upon the corresponding judgemental awareness. 

But Dharmakirti holds that judgemental awareness is not 

perceptual in character, since it involves memory, which is not a valid 

knowledge. Moreover, judgemental awareness is not a valid knowledge 

since it grasps an object that is already known in a pre-judgemental 

state. It cannot serve our purpose also. 

Words can denote objects but cannot be identical with that 

material one. On the other hand judgememtal awareness helps in 

comprehending the object as referred to a verbal expression and thus 

cannot be perceptual in nature. As words are related to the universal 

so also the judgemental awareness are related to the universal. 

Judgemental awareness is not related to the unique object and so is 

not perceptual in nature. 

To the Buddhists language cannot determine the true picture of 

reality and something, which is signified by a word, is not real. 
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Language is mental friction, which has nothing corresponding to it in 

reality. 

After discussing the Buddhists view an effort is being made to 

give a brief account about the role of language according to 

Naiyayikas. To the Bhartrhari, every knowledge is interrelated with 

language. On the other hand Grammarians hold that, if an object is not 

denoted by a name then we cannot know the object exactly or we have 

not the knowledge of the name of th~t object. From the above 

discussion it is clear that our knowledge of an object is identical with 

our knowledge of the corresponding word. Arguing against the 

Grammarians, Vacaspati says that the word does not mean the sphota 

or any audible sound. Because, children and dumb persons can 

perceive object without the awareness of any words or expressing any 
/ 

names. For their understanding speech latency (Sabda-bhavana) play 

an important role. It follows that, since children and dumb persons are 

not able to realize the relation between word and object, they have 

non-judgemental perceptual knowledge. Normal and literate persons 

also have such kind of knowledge. Having the awareness of relation 

between word and object when the normal and literate person 

perceives an object he try to memorise the name of that object. So, it is 

clear that, perception of the object precedes the phenomenon of 

naming or using word. That means phenomenon of naming or using 

word comes out from perception of the object. This type of perceptual 

knowledge, which is produced just after perceiving the object is called 

'avypadesya'. The Naiyayikas accept both memory and sense object 

contact in case of perceptual judgemental knowledge. But, whatever 

comes within the range of the knowledge produced by the senses is 

perceptible. 
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It is said that there is a causal relation between sense object 

contact and the subsequent judgemental awareness. The denial of that 

causal relation creates impossibility in making the difference between 

non-perceptual judgemental awareness and perceptual judgemental 

awareness. Under these circumstances a point may be noted. 

Whenever we try to reflect on our pre-judgemental awareness it would 

involve construction of judgements and so we fail to perceive any 

difference between pre-judgemental awareness and the subsequent 

judgemental one. 

Explaining the role of language in Indian philosophical system 

now I am trying to discuss the Bhartrhari's standpoint. 

The Sanskrit Grammarian school of Indian Philosophy holds that 

only word is the ultimate reality. In the works of Pal)ini we can find out 

the origin of the Sanskrit Grammarian school. But Bhartrhari made a 

great and historic task by developing a separate school of philosophy. 
/ - / 

Linguistic monism (Sabdadvaitavada or Sabdabrahmavada), 

Bhartrhari's separate school of Indian philosophy gave him the honour 

of first man in developing such kind of separate school of philosophy. 

In the Vakyapad{ya Bhartrhari discusses his thesis, (i) 

Brahmakanda, (ii) Vakyakanda and (iii) Padakanda are three chapters 

of his thesis. Brahmakanda gave us an outline of the metaphysics of 

linguistic monism. 

According to Bhartrhari, language or knowledge of language is 

the only source from which our all actions and thoughts are developed. 

Without the knowledge of language no one can perform any action for 

not having action performing guidance. That is to say, language is the 

only way, which gives us the awareness of 'what I should do' and' 

'what I should not do'. If I have no knowledge of language, I cannot 
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think, "this is what I should do" and as well as I cannot think, "this is 

what I should do" and as well as I cannot perform any action. So all our 

actions are the result of knowledge of ·language. Without any 

knowledge of any language a person have nothing to think and as well 

as have nothing to do. In this circumstances a question may arise. 

Babies do not possess any knowledge of language, yet they know what 

they ought to do when they are playing. If without having any 

knowledge of any language creates thoughtless, actionless situation, 

then how is the action of babies possible? 

Bhartrhari puts his argument against this objection and points 

out the 'innate-ism'. Every human being possesses a previous birth. 

And as far as traditional Indian belief, soul is immortal and it has no 

destruction, but it shifts from one body to another. Thus a new birth is 

due to the shifting of soul. And with this shifting the soul brings 
/ 

impression of knowledge of language ( Sabdabhavana), which is due to 

the use of language in previous birth. Hence, a baby who does not 

possess any knowledge of language is able to know of what ought to 

do. 

In case of an absurd entities language plays an important role. 

On the basis of linguistic expression the absurd entity like 'hare's horn' 

appears to be an existing one in the real world. Although we know that 

there is no such thing like 'hare's horn' in the real world. But with the 

use of the linguistic expression 'hare's horn' we come to know what the 

expression 'hare's horn' actually means. On the other hand a thing, 

which exists in the real world may turn to be a non-existent absurd 

entity for not having such linguistic expression. 
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In mythological incident we also see the role of language. Such 

mythological characters only appear to us as real through language. 

Even though they have no historical proof. 

The ascribed existence (Aupacariklsatta) of a thing appears to 

as primary existence of a thing due to having the corresponding 

linguistic expression. 

/ 

For Bhartrhari, Sabdabhavana which is main thing for babies 

action is implicit in every human being. And as because of this 
/ 

(Sabdabhavana) knowledge of language of every individual is possible. 

The relation of speaker and hearer can be explained through 
/ / 

Sabdabhavana. It is said the Sabdabhavana of the speaker is the 

cause (not in sense of production, but in the sense of awakening) of 
/ 

the Sabdabhavana of the hearer. So Bhartrhari claims that no . 
knowledge is possible which is not followed by words. 

Imaginative knowledge and knowledge of past and future thing 

is possible only because of corresponding linguistic expression. To 

Bhartrhari pre-linguistic awareness is a sensation. But when the human 

being verbalises it or able to give a linguistic expression of that 

sensation, it is considered as knowledge. 

After having a sound sleep I can say I have enjoyed a sound 
/ -

sleep. This explanation of mind is the effect of Sabdabhavana. In such 

case Sabdabhavana takes a subtle form. But, in our walking 
/ 

experience we possess Sabdabhavana in an active form. 

So from the Bhartrhari's thesis it is clear that every knowledge 
I o 

is object oriented. Even though the nirvika/paka knowledge possess 

linguistic expression implicitly which will take overt form in Savikalpaka 

stage. The object-oriented knowledge must have a relation with words. 
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That means with the help of linguistic expression the object reveal to 

our consciousness and the awareness is considered as a true 

knowledge. Although every individual possesses Sabdabh'avana but in 

description of past experience, the exact remembering also has an 

important part. If I forget some necessary elementary words, I cannot 

express that past experience in overt speech. 

Bhartrhari's doctrine of spho{a is the result of the distinction 
, 

between overt speech activity and Sabdabhavana. 

According to the Grammarian school, word is an eternal, 
, 

indivisible, single entity. This is Sabdabrahaman the Ultimate Reality. 
,..... 

To them all objects worthy of being known (jneya) are pervaded by 

consciousness while consciousness is pervaded by word, since there 

is no consciousness beyond it - "na asti pratyayo Joke yah 

sabdanugamadrte I anubiddhamiva jnanam 
. 

sarvam sabdena 

bhasate/"(5
) All eternal objects, even this material universe, emanates 

from Sabdabrahman which though simple, eternal and indivisible, 

appears to be numerous:" : "anadividhanam brahma sabdatattvam 

yadaksaram I vivartate'rthabhavana prakriya jagato yatah I!' (6). 

The Grammarians are of the opinion that the conceptual word

entity is named sphofa from which meanings become apparent. This 

Spho[a is to be suggested (abhivyakta) by the articulated speech, 

which is referred to as nade or dhvani. The grammarians state that the 
/ 

pronounced sounds cannot be Sabda, since they are destroyed as 

soon as they are pronounced. Hence they cannot make sense. If each 

syllable is destroyed as soon as it is produced, how can a number of 

syllables exist together, forming a word, which conveys a sense? If 

wordness belongs to the pronounced syllables, how can we claim that 

an entire word is a word? For instance, in the word-gauh, if 'g' is the 
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word, 'au' and 'h' are not the word. If 'au' is the word, neither 'g' or 'h' is 

the word and so on. Each syllable is destroyed as soon as it is 

pronounced. For this reason it is feasible to conceive of sphota reason 
/ 

which is none other than Sabdabrahman. This is the word referred to 

when the grammarians say : siddhe sabdarthasambandhe. In this 

connection Patan]ali says that the connotation of sphofa may be either 

universal or individual. In other case the connotation too is eternal and 

the relationship between word and meaning is also eternal. 

Language, according to Bhartrhari, is the bearer of all idea$. As 

told earlier even the absurd entities can be expressed in language. The 

Naiyayikas have expressed their reservation as to this. The Naiyayikas 

do not believe in an entity, which does not fall under the seven 

categories. To Bhartrhari the entities like 'hare's hom' etc. do not have 

the accurate meaning or its senselessness if they were not uttered 

through words. That they belong to null class is known through their 

utterance in words. On the other hand, the Naiyayikas think that these 

are not meaningless, because they do not belong to any particular 

category and hence they are apadarthas. 

The Naiyayikas have pointed out the philosophical significance 

of intention (Tatparya) first in the context of enquiring the seed of 

implicative meaning (Lak~atfa). To them the non-realisability of 

intention or tatparya (tatparyanupapattt) is the seed of lak~atfa i.e., 

implicative meaning. In fact, the implicative meaning of the term, ganga 

as found in the sentence ganga yam gho~af) is 'the bank of the ganga'. 

The primary meaning of the term gho~al) and ganga are gho~apalii and 

a particular flow of water (Jalapravaha-vise§a) respectively. The milk

man-colony cannot remain in a particular flow of water and hence there 

is the non-realisability of the relation (anvayanupapatt1) between them. 
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This can be removed, if the bank of the ganga is taken as the meaning 

of the term ganga through laksana. . . 
Now what is to be understood by the term tatparya? The desire 

of the speaker (vakturiccha) is tatparya. In other words, it has been 

stated that when a word or a sentence is uttered with a desire to 

convey something, it is called tatparya (tatpraifticchaya uccaritatvam). 

When there is the utterance of a particular word with a desire to convey 

his own idea to others, this particular desire or intention is tatparya. 

The term uccaritatva is superfluous here on account of the fact that in 

the written statement of the dumb persons there is tatparya in spite of 

not having utterance of the same. Hence, it is better to accept the 
. . 

former definition (i.e. intention of the speaker is tatparya) which is also 

supported by the grammarians. 

The non-realisability of tatparya but not of relation (anvaya) is 

the seed of /ak~aoa. This point is substantiated when the implicative 

meaning is accepted in the sentence, 'kakebhyo dadhi rak§yatari7' (i.e., 

protect the curd from crow etc.) in which there is obviously 

tatparyanupapatti, but not anvayanupapatti. In order to incorporate all 

types Jak~al}a it is better to accept the non-realisability in respect of 

tatparya is lak~al}a but not otherwise. 

Let us see the role of tatparya in determining the meaning of an 

ambiguous sentence having various meanings. If such one utters the 

sentence saindhavam anaya, it may mean the bringing of a horse of 

salt. The exact meaning of the term saindhava is to be determined 

according to the intention of the speaker uttered under a particular 

context. That is why, the knowledge of tatparya is taken to. be the 

cause of verbal comprehension. 
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It can be said in reply that in order to understand the intention of 

the speaker the context (prakara!Ja), qualifier (vi{e~a[Ja), space (desa) 

etc. serve as promoters. If in the context of taking meal the term 

saindhava is uttered, it will mean salt. But if the context is otherwise 

(i.e. going to the battle-field), the same term would mean horse. After 

hearing the sentence of the speaker uttered in a particular context, the 

hearer infers the intention in the following way. The term saindhava 

existing in the above mentioned sentence has got the tatparya in salt 

as it is so uttered in the context of talking meal (etadvakyagha_taka

saindhavapadam lavaf}atatparyayakam bhojanaprakaraQe 

prayuktatvat). In the same way, the hearer infers the tatparya of the 

same term as otherwise depending on a different context. In this way, 

the intention of the other person (i.e., the speaker) can be known 

through inference. 

Though the non-realisability of the intention of the speaker 

(tatparyanupapattt) is taken as the seed of the implicative meaning, 

there may be the case of the non-realisability of semantic competency 

(yogyatanupapattt). This phenomenon of the non-realisability of 

semantic competency may lead to the impl"icative meaning. If some 

one syas - 'I am building castle on the air', it has surely the lack of 

semantic competency, (yogyatabhava) which leads us to take recourse 

to the implicative meaning. As the meaning (primary) fails in the above

mentioned case due to the lack of yogyata, it may give rise to the 

implicative meaning i.e., to think absurd in the present case. Hence, 

the non-realisability of the intention generated through the lack of 

yogyata may also be taken the seed of lak~a1J8. 

Sabda, in the philosophical discourse in India, is valid verbal 

testimony, and in order to be valid it has to be derived from a 

trustworthy person. Hence it is said 'apatavakyam sabdah' and 
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- - - / 
'aptastu yatharthavakta'. Sabda is literally a word, for which of course 

the word pada is employed. A vakya or sentence is a group of words, 

vakyam padasamuhaiJ, e.g., 'Bring a cow'. Now the question is: how 

are the sentence comprising words be understood? A linguistic particle 

or word is understood by virtue of its possessing a property or sakti, 

saktam padarh How does a word come to possess the property or 

potency? The Nyaya answers this issue in the following way. Sakti or 

significative potency of words is the desire of God (and also of an 

individual being) that a certain concept be understood from a certain 

word_(?) 

I 

Sakti is the characteristic of word. It is the relation of a word and 

the object meant by that word which is always favourable in reviving 

the memory of that object. The Bha~apariccheda accounts for verbal 

comprehension in terms of a set of metaphors, and says that the 

knowledge of words is the instrument (kara!Ja) of verbal 

comprehension, the knowledge i.e., recollection of the meaning of 

words is the operation· (dvara), verbal comprehension is the result 

(pha/am), and the knowledge of denotative function (Sakt1) is an aid 

(sahakarin~.<Bl It is not that words actually being verbal comprehension 

even in the absence of word uttered, as in the case of a man under the 

vow of silence (mauna) who recites verse mentally. Hence the 

recollection of the meaning of words produced by the words is the 

operation. It may be said that a man with knowledge of words would 

have verbal comprehension if he had knowledge of the thing denoted 

by the words through perception. Even in that case recollection should 

be taken as being produced or generated by words through their 

significatory function or v[fti. Significatory function is the relation 

(between words and the things denoted by them) consisting in either 

denotative function (sakt1) or implication (lak~al}a). Knowledge of things 
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is denoted by words, and it is generated by words in virtue of their 

denotative function. The denotative function of words has a priority 

over recollection. Recollection could not have been there unless the 

association of words with their objects had ·been earlier established. 

Knowledge of words reminds us of their meaning by virtue of being the 

knowledge of either of two related things. When one of the relata is 

known, the other also is recalled through association.(9l 

By denotative function of words, it is implied that there exists a 

relation between a word and its meaning. The relation is pre-existent in 

a divine will (isvareccha) that such and such a word should denote 

such and such a thing. The notion of divine will need not be taken 

narrowly. In point of fact any will has got to be there so as to make 

denotation of words possible. At this point the old school adheres to the 

Vedic dictum that a child should be named on the eleventh day of its 

birth. The new school of Nyaya thinkers prefer to enlarge the concept 
-

of will, including that of jivas as well. Otherwise recent names would 

become meaningless.(10l 

How is denotative function be apprehended? Already some 

reference has been made in this regard to a will, divine or human. 

Grammar is another source of it. Another may be the lexicon and 

statement of the apta or trustworthy persons. In point of fact there are 

various other sources of our knowledge if denotative function of words, 

such as comparison, usage, supplementary statement, paraphrase and 

the contiguity of a well-known word. As distinguished from the 

MTmamsaka view, the Nyaya thinkers emphasize the ordinary language 

approach to meaning of words. The Nyaya thinker shuns whatever is 

cumbersome. This is evident from the Nyaya rejoinders to the 

Mimamsaka. (11 l 
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The Mimamsakas hold that denotative function or significative 

potency of words is apprehended only in the generic attribute. They 

hold that the immediate apprehension of the notion of generic attribute 

is the attribute of the qualified object, say a cow. The Mimamsakas 

hold that the individual, as qualified by the jati; is apprehended by 

necessary implication or by means of arthapatti pramal)a. 

The Nyaya point of view rejects the argument. To ask some one 

to get a cow, the denotative function applies to the individual cow 

(vyakt1). It is not possible to fetch only the generic . attribute for 

exclusion of the individual. Nor does any hearer ever go to fetch the 

generic attribute of the vyakti when he is cq,lled upon to bring a cow. 

The usage of the elders, V[ddhavyavahara endorses the point. Hence 

the significative potency of a word connotes an object as determined 

by its generic attribute (and not merely the generic attribute). Even in 

the case of the producibility of knowledge by a proposition, }nanasya 

vakyajanyatvam, there occurs no exception. The point is that 

significative potency or denotative function of a word, say cow, is 

apprehended in the object cow, as determined by the adjunct 

cowness. (12) 

The rvifmamsakas further aver that the intention in using a 

sentence is to motivate the hearer into action. The Nyaya thinker would 

point out that there are statements not intended at all to motivate the 

hearer into action. There may be statement, without a copula. Popular 

usage in such cases guarantees the comprehension of the significative 

potency of the word used. Again, a word like madhukara may be 

unknown to one, but when the word is used in well-known contiguity of 

word like 'a lotus in bloom', one comes to comprehend that the word 

madhukara means a bee. 
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Varieties of words possessing denotative function: A word may 

come to have denotative ·function in different ways. They are 

enumerated as follows: (a) derivative (yaugika), (b) .conventional 

(rudha), and (c) both derivative and conventional (yaugika-rudha). At . . 
times one may understand only the root and the prefix or suffix and 

their meaning. In such a case the denotative function is derivative. The 

example given for this case is pacaka, i.e.,cook. The word pacaka is 

derived from the root pac, which means to cook with a particular suffix 

signifying a doer. A word of which the meaning is wholly determined by 

usage, or in the language of Nyaya, by the power abiding in the word 

as a whole (samudaya£aktJ), without any reference to its derivation is 

called rudha. For example, go (cow) or ghata pata, etc. The word go . . . 
(cow) is derived from the root gam; it signifies the power of going. 

However, anything that goes is not cow. So irrespective of the words 

derivation, the words go indicates a cow. In the same manner the 

derivational meaning of the term ghata is 'that which has happened', 
• 

but usage-wise the word means a jar or pot.(13l 

Now the example of yogarucjha word is pankaja (lotus). The 

word conveys, by the denotative function of its component parts, the 

idea of something that grows in mud. But by its collective denotative 

function it conveys the idea of a lotus as a lotus. A water lily also grows 

in mud, but the word pankaja does not denote that, since the 

conventional meaning obstructs the purely derivative meaning, though 

pankaja may denote water lily by implication. The word pankaja is 

therefore is usage-governed to denote lotus. Consider the case of 

flower known as Hibiscus Mutabilis popularly called land-lotus 

sthalapadma or bhumipadma the meaning of the component parts is 

contradicted, though the meaning is conveyed by collective denotative 

function, namely that the flower is a lotus. If it be intended to suggest 
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that bhumipankaja is a flower belonging to a different species 

altogether, in such a case the meaning is obtained by implication. 

But where the derivative and the conventional meanings are 

conveyed independently of each other, there the word is both 

derivative and conventional. For example, let us take the case of the 

word udbhida. Etymologically, the word suggests the idea of something 

that goes up. Customary (rudha) significance of the word is a kind of . 
sacrifice. The word udbhida has a technical and a derivative meaning 

attached to it. From derivation the word means a 'plant', anything that 

sprouts up by bre-aking open the ground, while from usage the word 

means a particular form of sacrifice. 

It may be recalled that in the yogarudha mode of using a word, 

as with pankaja, both the etymological and customary significances are 

partly retained. Yoga or etymological significance is the power of 

several roots or component parts of a word. Rucjhi or customary 

significance is the power or force of the composite whole. In order to 

get at the customary meaning of pankaja as lotus the power of 

composite whole is used, otherwise, the word pankaja may also mean 

water-lily etc.(14l 

Implication: its varieties: Implication that is lak~aoa, is defined 

as: 'lak~arfa lakyasambandhaiJ tataparyanupapattita1J'.(15
' That is, 

implication is the relation with what is denoted by denotative function, 

where the intention of the speaker is not directly c9mpatible. Tatparya 

is the intention of the speaker. The relation of a word with its meaning 

is called v[fti. Now the v[fti in the form of word-meaning relation, is two

fold: sakti and /aksana. ViS'vanatha remarks that sakyasambandha . . 
laksana. The potency of a word to present or express its meaning or . . 
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Object is called sakyarfha While the object that is presented IS the 

lak~yartha. 

Laksana is classified . . in a three-fold way-jahallaksana, . . 
ajahallak~arfa and jahadahallak§at:fa. Each has got its own examples, 

which we shall consider later. 

Lak~al)a consists in the relation between sakyartha and 

lak~yartha. Implication is the relation between a word and its meaning. 

By the term vrtti, both sakti and lak§aQa are meant. Hence we may 

speak of laksanavrtti. Laksana, like S~bda, is a vrtti in sabda. . . . . . . 
Implication is thus the relation with the direct meaning of a word. The 

celebrated example of lak~aQa is the sentence 'Gangayam gho§al)'. 

that is, a cowherd's hamlet on the Ganga. Here we get the implied 

meaning of on the bank of the Ganga on account of the relation of the 

bank with the stream, signified by the term Ganga. Therefore, in the 

example, the signifcative potency cannot be said to indicate the bank 

also. To take another example, i.e., the word saindhava, which may 

mean a horse and salt according to the context and intention of the 

speaker. In the case of the cowherd's hamlet on the Ganga, the 

relation of the primary meaning, viz, a stream is apprehended with the 

bank, the latter is recalled, and this leads to verbal comprehension. But 

if the incompatibility of relation be the essence of implication, then 

there would be no implication. In a sentence like 'Protect the curd from 

the crows', the word 'crow' implies any creature that would spoil the 

curd. The intention of the speaker is about protecting the curd from all 

creafures.(16) 

We may turn to considering the three-fold nature of lak~al}a or 

implication. Jahallak~aQa is that where the primary meaning is wholly 

abandoned and a new one is substituted, e.g., the statement, mancaf 
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kroiantiti, or 'The cots cry out'. Ajahallak~aoa is that where a word 

conveys something more, while retaining the sense of the primary 

meaning, as is found in the statement ChatriiJO gacchanti, The 

umbrella-holders are going'. Jahadajahallak~aQa is that where only a 

part of the statement is abandoned, as is found in the Vedic dictum tat 

tvam asi, i.e., Thou art That. 

The statement manca[,krofanti, when taken in its primary 

meaning means Cots are crying, which is absurd. This absurdity can 

be avoided only through the implied meaning, which the statement 

yields through its association with the primary meaning. By implication 

the statement means -'The children on the cot are crying'. Here the 

word manca implies the meaning of the children by virtue of its relation 

with the cot. The relation between the cot and the children is adhara

adheya-bhava, i.e., the relation between the supported and the 

support. Thus in order to get a sensible meaning, the primary meaning 

has to be abandoned entirely and substituted by a totally different 

meaning. This method of discarding the primary meaning and 

substituting it by implied meaning is called jahallak~aQB. 

In the example, Chatrino gacchanti, 'Men holding umbrellas are 

going', the primary meaning is in the doership consisting in the activity 

of going, in those who are holding umbrellas. Since the sentence is 

employed with the intention of including also those who accompany 

them without umbrellas (ekasarthavahitve), the primary meaning 

implies also men without umbrellas. When a sentence conveys 

something more than what its bare primary meaning conveys, it is 

called ajahallak~aQa. '17
) 

Now the third variety, i.e. jahadajahallak~atfa. The Vedic dictum 

Tattvamasi is cited as its example. The word tat signifies 
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consciousness conditioned by omniscience, partial omnipotence etc. 

Here the attributes ascribed to consciousness signified by Tat and 

Tvam are mutually contradictory and arise consequent upon the 

conditioning adjuncts of Maya in the case of Tat and avidya or 

antaf]karaQa in the case of Tvarh. The real sense of the dictum 

Tattvamasi is that Tat is the same as Tvam but this sense of oneness 

cannot be had as long as the above terms are qualified by 

contradictory attributes arising on account of the respective limiting 

adjuncts. When these limiting adjuncts are removed, the dictum 

conveys its real sense, viz, oneness of consciousness signified by Tat 

and Tvam in Tattvamasi. This method of abandoning a certain part 

while retaining another part is known as jahadajahallak~aQa or 

bhagatyagalaka~ara. 

There may be cases of words where the primary meaning is 

implied by an indirect relation. It is called double implication or laksita

/aksana. As for example, in words like dvirepha (bee). The relation of . .. 
the two R's is apprehended with the word bhramara, and of the latter 

with a bee through an indirect relation called parampara; hence it is a 

case of double implication. Compared to this the word Ganga, which 

bears the implfed meaning, does not lead to verbal comprehension in a 

direct manner. It is some other term, i.e., 'a cowherd colony' that leads 

to the verbal comprehension of the implied meaning. The words a 

'cowherd colony' have been ascertained to have the power of 

generating verbal comprehension of their primary meaning as 

connected with the meaning of the word 'Gaflg"Ei', by the relation of 

either denotative function or implication. This has been the view of old 

Nyaya School. But the new schoolmen hold that the word that bears 

the implied meaning also is certainly a cause of verbal comprehension 

(tadapyanubhavakarh). and the apprehension of the meaning of 
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the word is the (padarthopasthitistu dpvaram). For the old schoolmen 

the word Ganga itself means t~e bank of the Ganga. (18l 

Language is a set of sentences described by the rules of 

'competence grammar' and that knowing language is essentially 

knowing such rules. And sentences or linguistic utterances further can 

be held, in modern linguistics, especially in Chomskyan linguistics, to 

express a set of 'propositions'. Thus, Chomsky and his· followers have 

held (Neil Smith, 1980) that meaning of a sentence is a set of 

proposition which are objects designed to represent semantic structure, 

while ignoring .syntactic and phonological form. For instance, consider 

the following two sentences: 

i) 'The football game is over' and 

ii) 'The football game has finished'. 

Here both the sentences, though there are differences in the 

syntactic and phonological forms, they convey the identical proposition, 

namely, the end of the football game. Thus, according to modern 

linguists, sentence-meaning is a set of propositions expressed by 

sentence. 

However, in so far as linguistics and philosophy are concerned 

with the descriptive function of the language, lexical meaning· and 

sentence meaning are clearly complementary to the language function 

of communicating prepositional or factual information. Therefore, 

modern linguists have drawn a clear distinction between the meaning 

of words or lexemes and the meaning of sentences, i.e., between 

lexical meaning and sentence-meaning. While the word or lexical 

meaning is the meaning of words or lexemes used in a sentence, and 

hence constitutes a component part of sentence meaning, sentence 
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meaning is a product of word-meanings and hence depends upon the 

meanings of its constituent lexemes. Also, further, grammatical 

formation of sentences is also essential to the ascertainment of the 

meaning of some words; and therefore, grammatical meaning is a 

further component of sentence-meaning. Thus, John Lyons states 

(198.56) that meaning of a sentence is both related to its lexical and 

grammatical aspects meaning, i.e., of the meaning of the constituent 

lexemes and the grammatical constructions that relate one lexeme 

syntactically to other. 

Sentence meaning is analysed by Indian epistemologists as 
/ 

verbal cognition (Sabdabodha) or comprehension of syntactico-

semantic relations between the word-meanings (anvayabodha). Thus 

is taken also as a out-come of linguistic utterance i.e., sabda. The 

linguistic utterance becomes instrumental (karana) in respect of verbal 
• 

cognition. As a matter of fact, the·above discussion makes it clear that, 

there is a distinction between meaning of lexemes and meaning of 

sentences. Moreover, it also accepts that, meaning of words or 

lexemes as a factor on which sentence meaning or comprehension of 

syntactico-symantic relation between word meanings depends. Thus, 

as verbal cognition is considered to be an effect generated from the 

recollection of word meanings, epistomatogists, in India, have taken 

into consideration many auxiliary causal factors conductive to verbal 

cognition. The verbal cognition, as discussed above is held to be the 

comprehension of syntactico-semantic relations between the individual 

word-meanings. The epistemologist, in respect of the status of such 

relation its nucleus, have expressed different views. A brief account of 

these interesting aspects of sentence meaning will be given in the 

following discussion. 
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/ 

Verbal cognition (Sabdabodha) can be explained from the view 

point of epistemology as the cognition produced (derived) from words 

that are being heard (sabdacchrutat jayamano). This explanation is 
bo~J.."-l> 

based on the theory that verbal cognition is produced from recollection 

of word-meaning which are in turn produced from the words through 

their indicative power -called sakti. (19l It may be pointed out that the 

verbal cognition (sabdabodha) as emphasized above, holds good only 

in the theory of the older selection of logicians or the Pracyas. Verbal 

cognition as recognized by older selection of logicians is directly 

produced from words; as a result, linguistic utterances of words are the 

actual means of verbal cognition. But the Navyas or the newer section 

of logicians says that - even in the case of dumb person or silent 

speaker, knowledge of the words is taken as a factor on which verbal 
, 

cognition (Sabdabodha) depends. So in respect ~f verbal cognition 
/ 

(Sabdabodha) actual use of words is not necessary. That is to say, 
/ 

verbal cognition (Sabdabodha) depends only on the knowledge of the 

correct words (as opposed to the words). Verbal cognition is 

different/distinct from the analogical understanding (upamiti), inferential 

knowledge (anumitJ) and perceptual knowledge (pratyak~a). Because 

verbal cognition is derived from the words where the analogical 

understanding (upamiti), inferential knowledge (anumit1) and perceptual 

knowledge (pratyak~a) are derived from analogy, inferential cause and 

sense organs respectively. 

There are three distinct causes in respect of a produced effect 

(phala) . : (i) a unique cause (asadharana-karaf)a) or instrument 

(kara!Ja) (ii) an intermediate cause (dvara) such as operation (vyapara) 

and (iii) an associate or auxiliary cause (sahakariQ/). As for example -

a clay pot is an effect, since it is produced. And the stick, through which 

the pot is produced, is the instrument, and simultaneously it is also the 
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unique cause (extraordinary) or instrument. Moreover, in producing the 

pot the movement of the potters wheel is taken as the operation and 

simultaneously it is also the intermediate cause or operation. And the 

associate cause is the clay etc. which is helpful in producing the pot. 

In this circumstances, it is said that, though verbal cognition is 

produced, it must have all three causal factors. In this case, that is in 

respect of verbal cognition the unique· cause (instrument) is the 

knowledge of (the utterance of) words (pada}nana), the intermediate 

cause or operation is the recollection of the word-meanings produced 

from words (padiirthadhJ) and the associate or auxiliary cause is the 

knowledge of the functional relations such as expressive power 

between words and meanings (~kfidh1). '20
l 

The process of obtaining the verbal cognition, as an effect 

produced from the (recollection of the word-meanings produced in turn 

from) words, can be outlined as follows : 

(i) With an intention to convey the (valid knowledge of) word meanings, 

the speaker, utters the grammatically correct words; (ii) The 

linguistically competent, hearer with adequate qualification to 

understand hears the utterance and recognize the words, due to his 

observation of elders' usage, as possessing the functional relations of 

words such as expressive power with word meanings; (iii) and then, 

with the help of several auxiliary factors the hearer understands the 

meaning of the words and thus acquires the knowledge of the 

syntactico-semantic relations between the various individual word

meanings. 

In the production of sentence-meaning (verbal cognition), 

several auxiliary factors besides the utterance of words come to play 

fundamental roles. One of the most fundamental auxiliary factors is the 
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knowledge of word-relations or word-functions (v[ftl). The hearer must 

have the correct understanding of what word has what functional 

relation (v[fti-jnana) with what word-meaning. For instance the hearer 

must have the understanding that the word 'cow' (go) in 'Bring the cow' 

(gam anaya) has the functional relation such as the expressive power 

with the sense of the cow, and also that the word 'Ganges' (ganga) in 

'Village is situated on the bank of the Ganges' (gatigayam gho~al)) has 

the functional relation such as the indication with the sense of the bank 

of the Ganges, to understand the meanings of the sentences 'Bring the 

cow' and 'Village is situated on the bank of the 'Ganges' respectively. 

Thus, the knowledge of the word-relations or word-functions is an 

auxiliary factor of the verbal cognition. 

Sentence-meaning or verbal cognition is held to be indivisible 

(akhanda) and divisible (sakhanda) by Indian epitemologists (Matilal, . . " . 
1990). Bhartrhari proposes sentence-meaning to be indivisible, while 

the Mimamsaka_s propose the same sentence-meaning to be divisible. 

According to Bhartrhari sentence is an unanalysable meaningful 

whole, without any real constituent parts, and sentence-meaning is a 

whole block of reality and also the same sentence-meaning is analysed 

into unreal abstractions such as karakas, actions etc. due to our wrong 

assumptions.(21 l 

However, the Bhatta MTmamsakas oppose Bhartrhari's 

theory.(22l According to them, sentence is a composite constitute 

analysed into constituent parts such as words, particles, verbs, etc. 

These constituent parts are meaningful units of expressions. Sentence

meaning is also composite constitute entity consisting of many 

constituent parts such as subject, object, action etc. To comprehend 

sentence-meaning, one must comprehend the relations (connections) 
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between various constituent parts and hence the knowledge of the 

sentence-meaning necessarily implies the comprehension of the 

relations between various constituent parts of the sentence-meanings. 

However, now the question arises : how does one recognize 

sentence-meaning? Doe.s one cognize the word-meanings (constituent 

parts of speech) first and then recognize them as connected 

syntactico-semantically together with each other to acquire the 

knowledge of the sentence-meaning of the form of (comprehension of) 

connected word-meanings or does one cognize sentence-meaning of 

the form of (comprehension of) connected word-meanings at once 

merely from the utterance of words together ? 

Precisely to answer such a question, the Bhana MTmamsakas 

have proposed their theory of the cognition of the relation between the 

meanings expressed by words (parts of speech) (abhihitanvayavada); 

and established the position that hearer first cognizes the individual 

expressed word-meanings separately and then recognizes the 

sentence-meaning of the form of connected word-meanings by 

connecting individual word-meanings together;(23
) whereas the 

Prabhakara MTmarhsakas have proposed their theory of the cognition 

of the expressed word-meanings that are already connected 

(anvitiibhidhanavada) and established that hearer cognizes sentence

meaning of the form of connected word-meanings at once from words 

without earlier cognizing the unrelated individual word-meanings 

separately from the utterance of words. 

It must be noted here, however, that epistemologists in general 

have followed the Bhatt.as' theory that one first cognizes the unrelated 

individual word-meanings (various parts of speech) separately from 

words and then recognizes them as sentence-meaning of the form of 
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connected word-meanings by connecting individual word-meanings 

together. Thus verbal cognition or sentence-meaning in parts 

(sakhaQcjasabdabodha) precedes verbal cognition or sentence

meaning in unity (akhaqasabdabodha). And verbal cognition in parts 

means verbal cognition of word-meanings in their isolated individual 

capacity as word-meanings without the cognition of the syntactico

semantic relations between them. Thus, verbal cognition in parts, 

wherein the word-meanings such as the cow, the objecthood of the 

cow and the action of bringing are cognized in their isolated individual 

capacity as word-meanings without the cognition of syntactico

semantic relations between them, may precede the actual verbal 

cognition in unity from 'Bring the cow' (gam anaya) etc. 

Now, verbal cognition in unity (akhaf]cjasabdabodha) may be 

described as the cognition of the syntactico-semantic relations betWeen 

various individual word-meanings found in a sentence 

(vakyarthanvayabodha). For instance, consider the verbal cognition in 

unity form the sentence 'You bring the cow' (Tvam gam anaya). Here, 

in this sentence, there are six meaningful units (epistemologists of 

India consider both the base or stem and the inflectional endings as 

meaningful units) : namely, i) the nominative stem 'tvat' referring to the 

second person, the agent, ii) the nominative case ending 'su' referring 

to the oneness in the second person, the agent, iii) the accusative stem 

'go' referring to the object of cow, iv) the accusative case ending 'am' 

referring to the objecthood of cow, v) the verbal stem ani referring to 

the action of bringing and vi) the conjugational ending 'a' referring t6 

the effort conducive to the bringing. 

Now, after cognizing separately the six individual word

meanings, namely, i) the second person, the agent, ii) the oneness in 

these second person (the agent), iii) the cow, the object, iv) the 
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objecthood of the cow, v) the action of bringing, and vi) the effort 

conducive to the bringing, the hearer recognizes the syntactico

semantic relations between these various word-meanings to relate or 

connect them together. And the syntactico-semantic relations that are 

recognized (comprehended) between the various pairs of word

meanings are as follows : i) the occurrence or the superstratumness 

between the cow and the objecthood of the cow, ii) the describing 

between the objecthood and the action of bringing, iii) the 

conduciveness between the action and the conscious effort, and iv) the 

substratumness between the effort and the second person, the agent. 

Thus, the verbal cognition in unity produced from such a sentence is 

that "You (the agent) having the oneness are the substratum of the 

conscious effort conductive to the action of bringing that describes the 

objecthood occurrent in the cow" (goni~{hakarmataniriipaka

anayananukulak[fyasrayahtvam). 

Since the verbal cognition is held to be the comprehension of 

syntactico-semantic relations between word-meanings (anvayabodha), 

the question that arises now is that what is the epistemological or 

semantic status of such relations. Are they too, like word-meanings, the 

meanings referred to by words (prakara) or are they merely relations 

(samsarga). 

Now the Prabhakara Mimamsakas hold that the relations such 
' 

as the superstratumness between the word-meanings (such as the cow 

and the objecthood) too are the meanings expressed by the same 

words that express the word-meanings. (24
) According to them, no item, 

unless expressed by words through word-functions or relations, can be 

comprehended in verbal cognition; and therefore, even the syntactico

semantic relations must be admitted to be the meanings expressed by 

words only. 
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However, the Bha~a Mimamsakas, hold that the relations such 

as the superstratumness etc., between the word-meanings such as the 

cow and the objecthood etc. could be mere relations understood by 

semantic conventions.<25
) According to them, only the word-meanings 

need to be expressed by words and the syntactico-semantic relations, 

not being word-meanings, can be understood by semantic conventions; 

and hence need not be the meanings expressed by words. 

Being influenced by the BhaJ!a Mimanisakas, the logicians too 

hold that the syntactico-semantic relations are merely relations 

(samsarga); however, they hold that the same relations are obtained 

through power as existing in relations (samsargamaryada)<26
l. 

According to them, words refer to only those items with which 

functional relations of words (v_rttt) are found. Since the functional 

relations of words such as expressive power etc. are not perceived with 

the sense of the syntactico-semantic relations such as the describing 

etc. (they are found with only the word-meanings such as the cow, the 

objecthood of the cow etc.), the words do not refer to such relations; 

and therefore, the same relations could be obtained from the relational 

seem or power of relations. 

Sentence-meaning or verbal cognition has been analysed as the 

cognition of the syntactico-semantic relations between the word

meanings; however, the epistemologists Indian, namely the 

grammarians, the ritualists and the logicians have focused three 

divergent theories regarding the chief-qualificand or the nucleus of 

syntactico-syntactic relations. 
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